Even with the most careful safety precautions in place, some parents may not feel comfortable sending their students back to school. Other students may have health concerns that prevent them from doing so. In a virtual academy, student learning is 100% remote.

Whether students are taught concurrently with their onsite peers through a virtual presence in the classroom or are instructed by dedicated remote learning staff, this method means some students are receiving no in-person instruction at all.

The Instructional Challenges

- Significant learning loss due to the extended break
- Students may feel unengaged and disconnected from their peers
- Difficult for teachers to engage students and hold them accountable
- Teachers need to assess and monitor purely virtually

How MobyMax Helps

Take Moby anywhere
Students can use Moby on any device with an internet connection. Moby doesn’t require a lot of bandwidth, so it works even when connected to a mobile hotspot.

Simplify the login process
MobyMax integrates with popular single sign-on platforms like Clever and ClassLink. Teachers can also set up Young Student Sign-in to make sign-in simple for early learners.

Deliver whole-group lessons
In addition to independent, differentiated learning, Moby offers Interactive Class tools, arming teachers with engaging, live lessons using MobyMax curriculum.

Observe in real time
Teachers can keep one eye on scores, struggles, and student effort with Moby’s Real Time feature as if they are walking around the classroom.

Coach and communicate
Messenger and Announcements and Tasks facilitate a strong classroom culture and preserve relationships with and between students.

Know what your students know
Moby’s Diagnostic Placement Test and quick formative assessment options help teachers identify proficiency levels and check for understanding.
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